
Metric Spaces and Topology
Lecture 26

However, for first utbl spaces, compartmen => oquential imparties.
this and the following other properties listed below are left

for homework.

Properties of1stctbl spaces. LetXbe a lit-ctbl lop, space.
(a) Each pt. xEX adite a ctbl decreasing night, basis, i.e.

a basis (Bu)nGN cot. But Bat FnGN.

(b) For any YeX and x GX, x =Y (=) F (yc)? Y converging tox,
(c) If(xn)=X doesn't have a convergent subsequence, then

thelf 3Xn:nEIN) is closed.

(d) If X is compact, then it is sequentially repact.

We now prove:

Tychonoff's Theorem/AC). Any product (possible urcthl) of compart op
spaces is compact (in the product top).



To motivate the proof, let's try proving that the product
XxYof compact spaces X, Y is compact. Get25 be an

open cover ofXxY. Firstly, we may assume WLOG HA W

consists ofopen rectangles UXV, where 4=X, VEY open.

then 28x==SUCX:7 V2Y sit. UxVEWS,
WY =

=(V =X:JU =X c.t, UxVENS.
Itfollows HA 2x ot WIare open covers ofXal Y, resp,
105finite subcovers WIS/xi Wi=Wr.

Y X
W It's clear Ht 2x*Yis a fite cover of

I- Wx

W XxY, butifmay not be contained in W.
iI x3 ·X Another ichn (Hagte Karapetyan):For each pt. xAX,U

W is an open cover of(x) x Y, and (x) xY is

compact as it is homeomorphic to 4. Thus, Ifinite subcover

Wx= W of(x) xY. LetUs=lprejW. Then (4,: x=
Xis an open cover of X

S

WE
so I lite subwover

H4x,Rxas ..., x2. then UWxi is a cover of XxY,
and a subsetof18. His proof also works for finte

products X,xX x.xxa since the role of Y will be2

played by Xu of the role ofX will be played by
X,xXax...xuns, which is compart by induction.



However for infinite products this won't work.

Firsta remark on covers and refinements.

Wef. For a cover I, a cover V is called a refinement ofthe

Lort is called a coarsening of V) if I rew
Ihate c.t. V =H.

Pbs. If a cover I refines et al 5 admits a finite sub-

cover, then so does 1.

Cor. Atop up. A is compact 2=3 every basic open cover

has a finite subwover, more precisely, for sins basis ,
every cover UIC ofXhas a finite subwover.

Proof. 2. Given any open cover 2, there is a refinement

W =1, in dad, take Up:=7BE: I Uel
BCU3. Since Up has a fin. subsover, so
does is by he Obs. above.

Note AA in the case XxY above, if we could assure



let20 consisted ofaslindrical its Uxx a XxV,
then either the His would form an cover of X or the U'swould form

a cover of Y Cohnwise 28 isn't a cover). Either way W adite a

finite subcover.

Alexander's prebasis lemma AD. Atop. sp. X is compact 2=3
any prebasic open cover has a finite subcover, more

precisely, for some prebasis , any cover ICP has

a suitesubcover.

Propf.. Fix a prebasic P and let Babe the basis generated
by 0, i.e. sp in the collection offinite intersections

of its in P. It's enough to chow ltany cover

M =Bp has a finite subcover. Suppose I such
1 =Bp with no finite subcover. By Zorn's leana,

AW fet U= Up be an inclusion-maximal cover with

no finite subcover. Then HMP is not a cover ofX,
well Vi so E UET cit. IVETRD containing U.

W
ButU=VieV...Un rite View, so by

Ve
the maximality of2, for each is the cover

HUEVi] has a finite subnover HiU GUi3.



This Hi covers Vi so
Ulicovers UV:=1, Vi)=n?I i=1

so 323Vt:is a finite subver"ofH.

Easy application. Let's reprove that [0,1 is compact.
Theintervals of the form (0, a) af (b, 13

form a prebasis, so take a concert of (0,1 with such

intervals. Leta = =cup>a's (0,1): (0, a) =23. Then a 10,13
so come HEM has to cover if al by def, I can't
be ofthe form Co, all beare then alsa, contradicting
He leftofa. Thus, U= (b, 13 a bca. But then Jal

al

I "la I
b caca c.t. (0,al) G1, so((0,al), (b,1}

0 I is a finite subcover ofU.

Proof of Tychonoff's theorem. By Alexander's Leana, it's enough to

take a cover 2 ofX ==TX: with its of the form

(int(i), where it I, KieX:"*Fopen. We first note that

7;eI sit. Wi:= (U2X::(itU]=W] covers Xio;

inded, otherwise by A2 7x=

=(xi)i==c.t. xieX:)VWi,
but men x*WW bece if x = [it> Ui] =28, then
RicW: xiGU: soxq(itUi] Since Xio is compart,



Wie has a finite above Wi so (LinkU]ixeWi
is a subset of W al it covers X. um

meemem
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